
Where does growth come from? 
And what happens to it?
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Incumbents dominate 

sustaining battles

Entrants 

typically win 

at disruption

40%     20%           

on $2,000

45% on

$250,000

60% on

$500,000

Competing 
against 

consumption

Competing 
against non-
consumption
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Hotels

Time

AirBnB

The rate of disruption varies by industry

Technology 
and
business 
model 
innovation

Higher education

Online learning
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A Theory of Hybrids
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Peapod: Are there 

customers that would love 

a car that won’t go far, 

and won’t go fast?

Competing on cost, design, 

reliability, and 

performance on the 

California Freeway

Tesla $100,000

Prius Hybrid
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The right product architecture 

depends upon the basis of competition
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Compete by improving

functionality &

reliability

Compete by improving

speed, responsiveness 

and customization

Dell PCs



The Advantage of Focusing on a Job-to-be-Done

Banks

Moven

Lighter

Capital

SoFi

Quicken Square

Payments

Checking 
& savings 
accounts

Small 
business 

loans

Growth 
loans

Student 
loans

Mortgages
Credit 
cards

Personal 
loans

Managing 
investments



Recessions that started in years 1949,    
53, 60, 69, 75, 81 (average) 6 months

After hitting bottom, how long before companies 
started hiring again?

15 months

39 months

71 months

1991-1992

2001-2002    

2007-2008  

Something has gone wrong.



Disruptive Innovations 
make products affordable 

and accessible

• Creates growth

• Creates jobs

• Needs capital

Time

Sustaining innovations 

make good products better

Efficiency 

Innovations

Eliminates jobs
Increases free

cash flow
-

Focus of management
- Improve margins; gain 

market share
- Creates little net growth

A manager’s  

view of growth



Disruptive 

Innovations

Efficiency 

Innovation

s

1. Abundance and scarcity

Key doctrines in 

the financial view 

of corporate 

prosperity: 

Sustaining 

Innovations

2. Profitability (RONA, IRR) 

is better than 

profit ($)



Disruptive 

Innovations

Efficiency 

Innovations

Time

Sustaining 

Innovations

Today corporate pensions account 
for 70% of shareholdings. They 
are required, from operating cash 
flows or from capital 
appreciation, to fund their 
pension liabilities.

This is 

The
Capitalist’s 
Dilemma.

Because of the mis-match 
between the supply and demand 
for capital, the returns to capital 
are plunging to zero or negative.

Pension funds that a decade ago 
had been fully funded, now have 
become un-funded.

Corporations now must compel 
their investment managers to 
invest more and more of their 
funds in companies that pay off in 
the short term, with predictable 
returns.

A powerful industry of 
consulting & private 
equity firms has emerged 
to service the need for 
more free cash flow.



Roots of Growth

• America
– Isaac Singer’s sewing machine

– Henry Ford’s Model T

– Emerson’s electric motor

– Intel’s microprocessor

• Japan
– Toyota’s three-wheel delivery machine

– Sony’s transistor pocket radio

– Honda’s cub

– Canon’s printer



Disruptive

Innovations

Time

Sustaining 

Innovations

Efficiency 

Innovations

Create corporate and           

economic growth.

Create jobs

Need capital

Eliminate jobs

Increase free cash 

flow

-

Focus of management
Sustain margins

Create little net growth

A manager’s  

view of growth

Development of                
Resource-Based
Economies
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1980 1990

Market-Creating Innovation and Growth:

By Koreans for Koreans
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Air conditioners for Mormon 

missionaries, Pusan, 1960s

SamSung SmartPhone, 2010

SamSung Air 

Conditioner, 

1970s



Many more can own and use 

refrigeration.

And to distribute them.

Hire more to make them.

More people start new 

businesses that are 

enabled by refrigeration.

And to sell them.

Peltier-Effect 

refrigeration

Competing against non-
consumption of 
refrigeration 
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The right product architecture 

depends upon the basis of competition
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Compete by improving

functionality &

reliability

Compete by improving

speed, responsiveness 

and customization

Dell PCs



Different types of innovations play roles 

in the growth of companies and economies

Potential economies

Growth economies Sustaining economies

Efficiency economies:

India
Kenya

Viet Nam

Pakistan
Ghana

Venezuela

Korea
China
Chile

Japan
Western Europe

USA



Most potentially successful innovations focus 
on a job that people need to do. 

“The customer rarely buys what the company 
thinks it is selling him.” - Peter Drucker



I need to get this to there as 

fast as possible, 

with perfect 

certainty.
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19

Horseman & 

chariot

Telegraph or 

railroad

Airplane

DHL



What is the 
situation I 

am in?

How will customers 
choose us instead 

of others?

How will we provide the 
experiences required to 

get the job done? 

How can each person know 
which product does

the job best?

Focusing on 
a job makes 
it hard for 
competitors 
to disrupt us 
successfully.



A purpose brand is one that “pops” into our minds 
when we realize that we have a specific job to do.

IKEA

TurboTax

QuickBooks

Disney

Mayo Clinic

Zara

OnStar

Hilti

Intermountain Health Care

Harvard

Milwaukee HoleHog

Milwaukee Sawzall

Chicago Cubs

V-8

Lunchables

LandRover

Rigid tools

Jack Bauer

A purpose brand acts as a two-faced compass. It tells customers what to expect 
from the product, and it tells marketers and engineers what features and 

functions they should and should not incorporate in their product.
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The Flee or Fight Response to Profit

1995
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Disruptive Technologies:

A driver of leadership failure and the source of new growth opportunities
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Disruptive 
Innovations

Incumbents nearly always win

Entrants nearly always win
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Original Technology Pure-play deployed

against non-consumption

Hybrid when deployed

as  a sustaining technology 

against consumption

A Theory of Hybrids
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It is the business model that determines its 

degree of disruption

THE VALUE PROPOSITION

A product that helps customers 
do more effectively, 

conveniently and affordably a 
job they’ve been trying to do

THE PROFIT FORMULA

Assets and fixed cost 
structure, and the margins and 

velocity required to cover 
them

PROCESSES

Ways of working together to 
address recurrent tasks in a 

consistent way: training, 
development, manufacturing, 

budgeting, planning, etc.

RESOURCES

People, technology, products, 
facilities, equipment, brands, 
and cash that are required to 
deliver this value proposition 

to the targeted customers



?

Salesforce has been a powerful disruptor



What job did our voters in 2016
hire our candidates to do for us?

I am just mad!

Whose policy 
is best?


